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Abstract. This paper presents a novel architecture for scalable multimedia content delivery over wireless 
networks. The architecture takes into account both the user preferences and context in order to provide 
personalized contents to each user. In this way, third-party applications filter the most appropriate 
contents for each client in each situation. One of the key characteristics of the proposal is the scalability, 
which is provided, apart from the use of filtering techniques, through the transmission in multicast 
networks. In this sense, content delivery is carried out by means of the FLUTE (File Delivery over 
Unidirectional Transport) protocol, which provides reliability in unidirectional environments through 
different mechanisms such as AL-FEC (Application Layer – Forward Error Correction) codes, used in 
this paper. Another key characteristic is the context-awareness and personalization of content delivery, 
which is provided by means of context information, user profiles, and adaptation. The system proposed is 
validated through several empirical studies. Specifically, the paper presents evaluations of two types that 
collect objective and subjective measures. The first evaluate the efficiency of the transmission protocol, 
analyzing how the use of appropriate transmission parameters reduces the download time (and thus 
increasing the Quality of Experience), which can be minimized by using caching techniques. On the other 
hand, the subjective measures present a study about the user experience after testing the application and 
analyze the accuracy of the filtering process/strategy. Results show that using AL-FEC mechanisms 
produces download times until four times lower than when no protection is used. Also, results prove that 
there is a code rate that minimizes the download time depending on the losses and that, in general, code 
rates 0.7 and 0.9 provide good download times for a wide range of losses. On the other hand, subjective 
measures indicate a high user satisfaction (more than 80%) and a relevant degree of accuracy of the 
content adaption. 
Keywords: Push content download service, Personalization, Context-awareness, File delivery over 
unidirectional transport – FLUTE, Wireless networks, Multicast 
 
1. Introduction 
The use of smartphones is experiencing an exponential growth in the last years. According to a meta-
analysis by eMarketer [1], the global smartphone penetration is around 33% in 2013 and it is expected to 
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pass 50% by 2017. This percentage is much higher in developed countries, in which the smartphone 
penetration is expected to pass 75% by 2017. As it is well known, smartphones offer advanced features 
such as geolocation, connectivity, sensors or advanced interaction mechanisms that allow developers to 
provide new kind of applications with an added value for users. 
Nowadays, users demand more and more services, contents and applications in order to satisfy their 
needs. This situation generates new opportunities as well as new challenges, since one of the main 
requirements of new services is the quality offered to the user, independently of the number of users. In 
this sense, there are some environments where it is rather difficult to offer certain kind of services with a 
proper quality. Solving these technical difficulties represents a challenge to open new business routes. 
For instance, providing multimedia content delivery services for a high number of users (each one with 
different preferences) gathered in a relatively small area simultaneously is not an easy task. Current 
solutions need great investments in order to be capable of satisfying the demand of a large amount of 
users. In overcrowded public spaces, basically, the bottleneck is the wireless access, which becomes 
saturated due to the amount of simultaneous connections. This causes difficulties for users to access 
available services with an acceptable quality. In these situations, it results very interesting to explode the 
use of multicast networks, which represent a good mechanism for reducing the bandwidth in wireless 
networks. By means of multicast networks it is possible to send content to all interested users using a 
single transmission operation.  
Also, it is very probable that a large number of users are interested in the same contents, the most 
relevant ones in each user context. The concept of context refers to those information items that can be 
used to characterize the situation of entities (people, places or objects), which are relevant for the 
interaction between the user and the application [2]. In this sense, context-aware systems adapt their 
services according to the context information received, without any interaction from the user. To achieve 
this, it is desirable that both devices and services have access to context information and react according 
to this information. In this way, depending on the context information, the system could deliver special 
offers in shopping centers, replays of the most interesting moments in a sport event or trailers while 
waiting in the cinema. In the case of mobile devices, the pack of sensors (GPS, digital compasses, 
accelerometers, and so on) enables the devices to witness their owners’ context that the sensors can 
identify [3]. However, as identified in [4], there is a need of new content delivery systems that exploit the 
infrastructure of mobile services to determine and take into account the current context of the user to 
deliver intelligent contents.  
However, not all contents are relevant for all users since each user has different preferences and needs. 
Thus, content delivery should be personalized for each user according to the user’s profile in order to 
guarantee a good Quality of Experience (QoE). For example, a runner (user that likes running) in a 
shopping center may be interested in contents about sport sales. Consequently, content delivery systems 
should be able of accessing the individual user’s profile stored on the mobile device. This allows a 
dynamic adaptation of content since user information is updated over time according to user preferences. 
Also, when a relevant content is downloaded, users should be informed about it to be aware of the 
content. However, these notifications can become overwhelming for users and interrupt them in 
inappropriate situations. Thus, another challenge is to prioritize the user’s attention and consider how to 
interrupt the user by choosing the most appropriate interaction mechanisms from all the ones available in 
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his/her mobile device (sound, vibration, dialog with text, etc.). This decision can be made according to the 
user’s situation (e.g., surrounded with people, running, etc.). 
In this way, considering the aforementioned challenges, the objective of this paper is to present and 
evaluate a general-purpose architecture for the scalable delivery of personalized multimedia contents 
adapted to the users’ preferences and their context in multicast wireless networks. This system allows the 
content server to deliver multimedia contents to an unlimited number of users in an efficient manner. By 
means of the user preferences and the user’s context, the receiver application is able to download 
automatically relevant personalized multimedia contents, so users do not need to look for contents 
manually. Also, the user interface is adapted to the user situation at each moment, minimizing the 
annoyance and therefore increasing the QoE of the user. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and Section 3 
explains a brief background of content transmission in unidirectional environments. The system overview 
is presented in Section 4, where the architecture of the system as well as implementation details are 
explained. The proposal is evaluated in Section 5, which presents two kinds of evaluations to gather 
objective and subjective measures. Finally, Section 6 shows the main conclusions and future work. 
 
2. Related work 
In this work, we address the scalable distribution of multimedia contents personalized to each user by 
taking into account user’s preferences and context. Thus, we present and discuss approaches that deal 
with content distribution, transmission, context awareness and personalization. 
There are different proposals that use context information to improve the performance of content 
distribution systems. Firstly, it should be highlighted that [5] presents a state of the art of context-
sensitive systems. Also, [6] proposes an architecture that uses operational data of the service (popular 
content, bandwidth consumption, peak hours…) to download content in user devices in an efficient way. 
Moreover, [7] presents a network protocol model that uses information related to social relationships and 
characteristics of users from social networks in order to improve the network performance. There are also 
different projects within the 7th Framework Programme of the European Union [8] with similar 
objectives. For instance, COST presents a network of intelligent nodes, where contents are classified and 
cached to improve the service availability, and another project called Notube focuses on TV content as a 
medium for personalized interaction. In this work, we propose a mobile content distribution system that 
uses the preferences of users and their context to filter and download the most relevant contents according 
to the user’s situation. 
Regarding the content transmission, as it is explained in the following section, this proposal is based on 
FLUTE, a protocol used by different standardization organisms, such as DVB-H (Digital Video 
Broadcasting – Handheld) [9], DVB-IPTV (DVB – Internet Protocol TV) [10] or MBMS (Multimedia 
Broadcast Multicast Service) [11]. In this sense, there are different research works where the use of 
FLUTE in DVB and MBMS is analyzed, such as [12, 13, 14, 15]. In addition to DVB and MBMS, 
FLUTE can be used with other technologies such as TESLA (Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant 
Authentication) [16] or for scalable DTN (Delay-Tolerant Networking) communications [17, 18]. Apart 
from file transmission, other related works propose the use of FLUTE to provide video services, such as 
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[19, 20]. Another research work related to FLUTE to be highlighted is [21], where the transmission 
parameters of the protocol are analyzed in detail; and [22], which studies how the FDT (File Delivery 
Table) transmission frequency affects the download time of files using FLUTE. As we will see in the 
following section, one of the key elements of the FLUTE protocol is the FDT, which is used to include 
metadata referred to the contents sent. Despite the importance of the FDT, in the bibliography hardly exist 
publications where the performance of the FDT is analyzed. In this context, in contrast to different works 
based on FLUTE, this paper aims to provide personalized content download services by means of the 
FDT. These metadata defined by the FDT are useful to filter the contents in reception. 
In this sense, adaptation to individual users and tasks is designated as personalization [23, 24]. Several 
works deal with personalizing intelligent environments [25] and adapting services to the user [26] based 
on the occupants’ presence, behavior, and intentions. In these works, the personalization is set manually 
by the user since it is the user who chooses what information is going to be displayed or hidden. 
Personalization is also carried out in recommender systems, for instance for online shops based on the 
items the user has bought before. An overview of recommender systems is given in [27]. In our approach, 
the personalization is made automatically by using the mobile user’s profile and the user’s context. 
Traditionally recommender systems deal with applications having only two types of entities, users and 
items, and do no put them into a context when providing recommendations [28]. 
With regard to context awareness, specifically in the area of context-aware mobile interaction, several 
proposals have been carried out to adjust the mobile configuration profile according to changes in the 
user’s context [29, 30]. However, they focus on context recognition, not on the interaction adaptation. 
There are also proposals that allow users to manually adapt the mobile interaction depending on the 
context information [31]. Nevertheless, in contrast to this proposal, all these works provide adaptation at 
the device level and not at the application and content level. Also, they not address the problem of 
scalable content distribution in wireless networks. 
 
3. Background of content transmission in unidirectional environments 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are several applications that require the delivery of a large amount 
of data over wireless networks to multiple users simultaneously. In these situations, multicast networks 
are appropriate since they represent a good mechanism to reduce the bandwidth in wireless networks. One 
of the main drawbacks of this kind of networks is the lack of a feedback channel from clients to the 
server, so clients are not able to inform the server about the packet losses (which are typical in wireless 
environments). In this way, it is highly recommendable to use a protocol that offers reliability in file 
transmission over unidirectional networks.  
One of the most used protocols by different standardization institutions for file delivery is FLUTE. In 
this sense, this proposal uses FLUTE over IP with broadcast capabilities (such as Wi-Fi or DVB) for file 
distribution.  
FLUTE, defined in RFC 6726 [32], is a protocol for the unidirectional delivery of files over the 
Internet, which is particularly suited to multicast networks. FLUTE transmissions are based on file 
delivery sessions, which are uniquely identified by a source IP address and by an identifier called TSI 
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(Transport Session Identifier). Each session contains one or more associated channels, in which files are 
sent. Each channel sends files in a specific port with a certain transmission rate.  
These parameters that identify the session and the channel are indicated in the Session Description. 
With the information provided by the Session Description clients are able to connect to a certain FLUTE 
session and channel. There are different ways to get the Session Description, one of most used is through 
the protocol SDP (Session Description Protocol). 
Once clients are connected to a certain FLUTE channel, they know the files (and their characteristics) 
that the channel is sending by means of the File Delivery Table. The FDT is written in XML (eXtensible 
Markup Language) and is described by several elements and attributes. The FDT is sent together with the 
files and there is, at least, one FDT per FLUTE channel. Fig. 1 shows an example of an FDT. The RFC of 
FLUTE defines the different elements and attributes of the FDT (some of them are mandatory and others 
are optional) and establishes that it is possible to define new elements and attributes for specific purposes. 
This is particularly useful in order to offer personalized services, as we will see in Section 4.4. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<FDT-Instance  
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:fl="http://www.comm.upv.es/flute" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.comm.upv.es/flutefdt.xsd" 
Expires="2890842807"> 
  <File 
Content-Location="http://www.comm.upv.es/file1.mp3" 
TOI="1" 
Content-Length="1258291" 
Content-Type="audio/mp3" 
FEC-OTI-FEC-Encoding-ID="3" 
FEC-OTI-Maximum-Source-Block-Length="64" 
FEC-OTI-Encoding-Symbol-Length="1428" 
FEC-OTI-Max-Number-of-Encoding-Symbols="1000" 
Content-MD5="+VP5IrWploFkZWc11iLDdA=="> 
  </File> 
</FDT-Instance> 
Fig. 1 Example of an FDT 
As a summary, Fig. 2 shows an example of file delivery using FLUTE. 
 
Fig. 2 File delivery using the FLUTE protocol 
On the other hand, FLUTE uses different mechanisms for the reliable delivery of files, the two main 
are the use of carousels (where files are sent cyclically on a seamlessly endless group) and AL-FEC 
protection mechanisms against errors. AL-FEC mechanisms allow to reduce the number of 
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retransmissions needed to rebuild the file, thus reducing the download time [33]. In this way, an 
appropriate configuration of the AL-FEC block can help to reduce additional investments in infrastructure 
[34]. In hybrid environments, which also offer a bidirectional link, AL-FEC can be combined with 
unidirectional repair mechanisms [35] or can be configured in a dynamic manner [36]. 
 
4. System overview 
This section explains the overall architecture and functioning of the system proposed and how the 
conceptual ideas presented are translated into a technical implementation. The system has been designed 
with the objective to deliver scalable personalized contents to the users according to their context. To this 
end, we have followed the specifications of the FLUTE protocol and we have added a dynamic 
contextualization of contents in order to provide personalization and adaptation of contents to each user.  
As a running example, we are going to use a scenario of personalized multimedia contents in a 
shopping center domain. This example describes a scenario where a user (e.g., Bob) that likes running, 
playing paddle, and fashion, is in a shopping center, and multimedia contents are delivered to him. For 
instance, when he enters and passes in front of a sport shop, content about a sale in shoes for running is 
delivered to him. This scenario is further described in Section 5. Scenarios like this can be found in the 
literature of location-based services and context-aware mobile computing [37, 38]. 
First the design considerations and the architecture are explained. Then, the building blocks that form 
the server side are presented, as well as the client side. Finally, the implementation of the system and how 
it works is explained.  
4.1 Architecture 
Fig. 3 represents a visual scheme of the main goal of this proposal: the use of context information to offer 
scalable delivery of multimedia content and adapting this content to each user.  
 
Fig. 3 Scheme of the system proposed  
As figure depicts, context information is used for (1) deciding which information is delivered and (2) 
configuring the file delivery service in order to give more priority to the most relevant files. Among all 
the contents sent, the client application only downloads those contents that better fit the user preferences 
(what do I need?) –such as personal interests– and his/her context (when do I need it?) –such as 
geographical position, calendar information, time, etc.–. Also, the application interface is adapted to the 
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user situation (e.g. with company, alone, busy) in order not to disturb the user (How do I need it?). Thus, 
context information is used directly in the whole content delivery process. 
First of all, users register in the system so as to inform the server about the arrival of a new user. The 
framework allows the file distribution service to deliver a catalogue of contents to an unlimited number of 
users in an efficient way. The type of contents sent is heterogeneous, such as videos, documents, images, 
audios, etc. In the example shown in Fig. 3, the server sends offers, adds, videos and promotions. In this 
step, context information is used to estimate the utility of each content. Then, the catalogue of contents is 
delivered by means of a data carousel, where contents are sent cyclically. The delivery period within the 
carousel is not the same for all contents, but it is determined by the context information. In this way, the 
most “useful” files (for instance, the most popular files) are sent more frequently (shorter cycles), so 
clients who want to download one of the most useful files have to wait less time until that file is 
transmitted (a lower waiting time). Providing a contextual scalable delivery of multimedia contents is a 
novel contribution of this article. 
On the other hand, the distribution system uses AL-FEC codes in order to reduce the download time. 
Specifically, LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) [39, 40] codes are used. These codes, supported by 
FLUTE, provide a good trade-off between performance (download time) and complexity (time required 
to generate parity and time required to do the decoding process) [41]. 
In this way, the architecture proposed is built over two different servers and a client application. The 
architecture has been defined in a modular and layered way in which each building block addresses a 
different issue. Fig. 4 shows the building blocks that compose the system as well as their 
interdependences. In the figure, we can see three main blocks: the content server, the content delivery 
server and the client. These building blocks are further explained in the following subsections. 
 
Fig. 4 Architecture overview 
4.2  Server side 
First, the content server manages and provides the different contents and the available metadata. The 
metadata represents the set of attributes characterizing the content and is used to determine the 
appropriateness of the content for the user. This metadata is described with keywords (pairs of property-
value).  For example, a content about a sale of sport shoes can contain the keywords:  
Content(s) = (Category: sports, shoes, men; Store: SportLife) 
Fig. 5 Example of keywords 
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For each content, this block stores in a database the information needed in order to access both the 
content and the associated metadata. This information is related to the users’ context (e.g., location, time, 
etc.) and it is used by the content adaptation module so as to choose if a certain content is going to be sent 
or not depending on the users of the system. In this way, the content adaptation module adapts the 
contents to the different reception devices.  
User’s context is represented using an ontology-based context model [42] based on the SOUPA 
(Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications) ontology. The coarse-grained concepts 
that we identify in our ontology are: Environment, System, Person, Policy, Time, and Event. Dividing 
them into finer-grained concepts, we obtain the classes needed to define the context information. An 
ontology-based approach for context modeling lets us to describe contexts semantically and share 
common understanding of the structure of contexts among users, devices, and services. The main benefit 
of this model is that it enables a formal analysis of the domain knowledge, such as performing context 
reasoning using first order logic. Thus, for example if a person wants to see a movie on Friday, and on 
Friday he/she only watches comedies, the system can select only comedies if the current day is Friday 
from the list of contents. 
Finally, the content manager sends the most relevant information for the user’s context to the content 
delivery server. Taking advantage of contextual information in this stage of the process constitutes a 
contextual pre-filtering where the context information is used to select a subset of relevant content for that 
specific user’s context [28]. Following the diagram in Fig. 6, we start with all contents that have not been 
filtered within the matrix User x Item x Context x Device, where User (U) indicates the user preferences, 
Item (I) indicates the characteristics of the content (keywords), Context (C) specifies the contextual 
information associated with the user, and Device (D) specifies the characteristics of the device; and end 
up with a list of contextual contents for each user’s device within the User x Item space (only remains 
those contents that are relevant for the current context of the user and supported by the user’s device). 
One advantage of doing a pre-filtering of the content is that it allows relevant files to be sent to users in a 
short period time without overloading channels.  
 
Fig. 6 Contextual pre-filtering paradigm 
Finishing with the server side, the content delivery server is in charge of delivering the files by means 
of the FLUTE server. It should be noted that the content adaptation module on server receives the most 
appropriate files for the user’s context at the moment from the content server. Specifically the FLUTE 
server is in charge of creating the corresponding session and channels. Once both sessions and channels 
are created, contents are assigned to each channel and the FDT of each channel is generated. Finally, the 
FLUTE server carries out the segmentation process by splitting the file into source and parity packets. 
The latter are generated using AL-FEC protection mechanisms. Contents are sent using file carousels. 
These carousels are dynamic, so the files sent and their metadata can change during the transmission. 
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4.3  Client side 
As we have seen, in the server is carried out a contextual pre-filtering in order to send only the contents 
that result interesting for the users in the system for a certain moment. For instance, if in the shopping 
center there are no clients interested in sport contents, the server may not send contents related to sport. 
However, it results necessary to carry out a “fine” filtering in the client side. This second filtering allows 
showing to clients only those interesting contents according to their profile. This is done in the client side 
since the user profile is stored in the user’s mobile device. This is a good solution to avoid overwhelming 
users with lots of contents (of which only a minority of them are interesting for users) and to increase the 
Quality of Experience. In this way, the second filtering results necessary. If only the first filtering was 
carried out, we could found two main problems: first, the information received by the clients could be 
excessive (which would get worse their Quality of Experience), as previously mentioned; second, the 
server, in order not to consume an excessive bandwidth, would send only the most popular contents 
according to the preferences of all users of the system without taking into account any specific user 
profile, therefore some clients would not receive contents related to their profile since their preferences 
would not match the preferences of the majority (which would get worse the Quality of Experience of 
these clients). 
In the architecture presented, the client block receives all the contextual contents from the FLUTE 
server and filters this information according to the user’s profile and preferences in order to personalize 
the contents for each user. Thus, in this step, the contextual contents are processed to decide whether 
these contents are downloaded or not. Also, this block filters the most interesting contents according to 
the devices’ current features (e.g., memory size) and changes in user’s context (e.g., user location, time). 
Finally, the personalized contents are downloaded automatically in the user’s device. In this way, the 
access time to some contents (the most appropriate for each user) is minimized, thus improving the QoE. 
Content adaptation is carried out by means of two mechanisms. On the one hand, a pre-caching is used, 
downloading useful contents for users without the need of being requested by the application. In order to 
determine the utility of files for a user and manage the local storage capacity, content-based filtering 
techniques are used [27, 43, 44]. On the other hand, the user interface is adapted to the user situation at 
each moment, minimizing the annoyance and therefore increasing the QoE of the user. For each situation, 
the system chooses the most appropriate interaction mechanisms for informing the user about a new 
relevant content downloaded. This adaptation is carried out by the content visualization module 
automatically using the interaction adaptation mechanisms presented in [45]. In a nutshell, this module 
receives the information of the downloaded content, chooses appropriate interaction resources (e.g., 
dialog, sound), and presents them to the user. Below, we elaborate on how the personalization and the 
adaptation are performed by this module, detailing the modules of content adaptation and content 
visualization, as shown in Fig. 4. 
4.3.1 Content adaptation 
In order to download the relevant (useful) content for users, the content adaptation module adapts the 
multimedia contents to each user. To that extent, it uses the information of the user’s profile, device’s 
features and context information.  
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The user’s profile is initially created by means of user modeling techniques, using for example the 
“Personas” models as explained in [46]. Personas provide a framework for describing the target audience 
in a way useful to design systems and personalize them. In this way, content can be personalized 
according to these descriptions. This profiling information can be elicited from users explicitly (e.g., 
through questionnaires) or implicitly (e.g., learned from their behavior over time). Fig. 7 shows an 
example of the user profile for Bob, where personal background, objectives, concerns, and interests with 
their priority (representing weights) are specified. The users can change later their profile manually 
through an interface presented later.  
 
Fig. 7 Excerpt of a persona (user profile) 
From all this information, the content adaptation module filters the relevant content for the user. In 
order to filter personalized contents, we have based on traditional content-based filtering algorithms using 
keywords and weights [27]. More formally, let ContentBasedProfile(c) be the profile of the user c 
containing tastes and preferences of the user, and let Content(s) be a contextual content. The 
“importance” of a content is determined with a weighting measure that is defined as follows: 
ContentBasedProfile and Content are defined as a vector of weights (w1,…, wk), where each weight 
denotes the importance of keyword ki to user c and the presence of keyword ki in content s, as Fig. 8 
depicts. 
ContentBasedProfile(c) = (wc1,…, wck) 
Content(s) = (ws1,…, wsk) 
Fig. 8 Definition of the vector of Content and ContentBasedProfile based on weights 
In this way, the relevancy of content s for user c is calculated by an utility function u(c, s) that is 
represented in information retrieval literature by some scoring heuristic defined in terms of vectors, such 
as the cosine similarity measure [43], shown in Fig. 9: 
u(c, s) = score (ContentBasedProfile(c), Content(s)) 
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Fig. 9 The cosine value between two vectors 
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where K is the total number of keywords of the user. The content will be more relevant for the user if the 
similarity between the vectors is high (smaller angle and larger cosine value). Consequently, using the 
cosine will assign higher utility u(c, s) to those contents s that have higher similarity with the user profile 
of user c. Finally, if the utility exceeds a threshold level the content visualization module downloads it 
automatically and informs the user using the most convenient notification mechanisms; otherwise it is 
only added to the list of contextual contents. For example, in the case of the content of Fig. 5, that content 
is relevant for Bob because he is a man interested in sports and shoes and according to his profile these 
keywords have a high weigh. Thus, this content will be selected to download. 
It should be noted that, apart from this automatic download mechanism, the user is able to download 
contents manually, by consulting a list of contents available in the channels in which the user is 
connected.  
4.3.2 Content visualization 
Then, in order to select the appropriate interaction mechanisms and minimize the intrusiveness when 
notifying the user about downloaded content, AdaptIO is used [47]. AdaptIO is a mobile adaptation 
framework that adapts service interaction obtrusiveness at runtime. It is a model-based approach where a 
service designer declaratively specifies the service’s interaction adaptation behavior in knowledge 
models. In particular, there is an obtrusiveness model that contains a state machine. Each state 
corresponds to a degree of obtrusiveness (e.g., totally aware, slightly-appreciable, invisible), and the 
guard conditions of the state transitions reference a user situation. In Fig. 10 we show an example of the 
state diagram for Bob. 
 
Fig. 10 Example of the obtrusiveness state diagram 
This obtrusiveness state diagram specifies that when the user arrives at work or is with company, the 
service passes to the slightly-appreciable state, thus reducing notification obtrusiveness when the user is 
working or not alone. When the system determines that the user is no longer working or alone, the service 
notifications go back to the totally aware state, increasing the attentional demand. If the system 
determines the content is not relevant for the user, the service passes to the invisible state, making sure the 
user is not disturbed since the content is irrelevant. 
Furthermore, each obtrusiveness state is supported by the appropriate interaction resources. 
Specifically, the designer associates interaction resources with one or more obtrusiveness states (e.g., 
totally aware: dialog, sound; slightly appreciable: status bar, vibration; invisible: list). This knowledge 
model is used by the content visualization module to adapt the interaction according to the user situation. 
Back to the block diagram shown in Fig. 4, the blocks that form the content visualization module are 
explained in Fig. 11. In particular, the reconfiguration engine determines which interaction resources 
should be used for informing about the relevant content downloaded, based on the user’s context and the 
obtrusiveness state diagram. When alerted by the content adaptation module about a new relevant 
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content, the engine consults the context to check the current user context and calculate the interaction 
resources according to it.  
 
Fig. 11 Elements of the content visualization module 
Specifically, the current user situation is calculated by means of logic rules that reason over the context 
information using the Androjena general-purpose rule engine [48]. For example, the logic rule to infer if 
the user is accompanied, is defined as Fig. 12 shows: 
[withCompany: (?user rdf:type pros:Person)  
(?user pros:usersInLocation ?location) 
(?person1 rdf:type pros:Person) 
(?user pros:knows ?person1) 
(?person1 pros:usersInLocation ?location) 
(?user pros:socialRelationships ?person1) 
-> 
(?user pros:currentSituation pros:withCompany)] 
Fig. 12 Logic rule to check if the user is with company 
This rule means that if two users are in the same location and have a social relationship, it implies that 
are together. Thus, depending on the user situation, the reconfiguration engine selects the appropriate 
interaction resources to notify the user. The adaptation is based on adaptation rules over the obtrusiveness 
diagram (see the transitions in the diagram) that indicate when the interaction should be reconfigured. An 
example of an adaptation rule is defined in Fig. 13: 
T(totally aware)withCompany = {Slightly-appreciable: Banner, Vibration} 
Fig. 13 Adaptation rule to notify the system in the slightly-appreciable level of attention 
This means that when the user is with company, the system must notify the user in the slightly-
appreciable state by using the Banner and Vibration mechanisms. In this way, when the engine detects a 
new user situation, it triggers the associated adaptation rule and adapts the interaction. This adaptation 
entails the activation of other interaction resources and the deactivation of the current ones. For example, 
if the user is alone, the interaction mechanisms to be used will be a dialog with sound. However, if the 
mobile detects that the user is with company, it will reconfigure the interface and use a banner and 
vibration. Finally, back to Fig. 11, the notification interface displays the notifications to the user, 
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employing the suitable interaction components obtained from the reconfiguration engine. Fig. 14 shows a 
snapshot of the mentioned adaptation. It is worth noticing that only the relevant content downloaded is 
notified to the user. The specific operations that follow the reconfiguration engine to calculate the 
appropriate interaction resources are described in [45]. 
 
Fig. 14 Example of interaction adaptation to inform the user  
4.4 Implementation 
In this section we elaborate on the implementation and some working details of the main building blocks 
that form our system. 
4.4.1 File delivery service 
The implementation of the file delivery service has been developed according to the specifications of the 
RFC of FLUTE [32], and includes a coding/decoding module that implements LDPC codes. That 
implementation has been developed by the authors of this paper, presented in [33]. The implemented 
server allows the creation and edition of sessions and channels as well as the assignment of the files to the 
corresponding channel. Also, the application allows to associate metadata to each file sent. Thus, in each 
channel, apart from the files, the FDT is sent. As mentioned, the structure of the FDT is flexible, 
according to the specifications of the RFC 6726. In this way, it is possible to add new elements and 
attributes to the FDT (by means of new labels) in order to include additional information regarding the 
contents sent. In fact, the standard DVB-H [24] proposes the use of an additional “group” field in the 
FLUTE FDT to enable logical grouping of related files. This is useful, for instance, in software update 
packages (which are usually composed of several files) or in web pages (which are usually linked to each 
other). In this sense, in this paper we propose the use of a general attribute called “Metadata”, which 
contains all the additional metadata of the file in a format dependent on the application, shown in Fig. 15. 
Therefore, only receiver applications interested in the metadata of the file would have to interpret these 
data. Thus, this label could contain several attributes, and receivers could parse the metadata as long as 
they know the structure of the label. In the structure proposed, the name of each attribute is followed by 
colon, the elements of each attribute are separated by commas, and the attributes are separated by 
semicolons. 
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<Metadata> ID1:value1,value2,value3; ID2:value1; … </Metadata> 
Fig. 15 Format of the proposed element “Metadata” 
In this way, using the proposed format for the example of the shopping center aforementioned, we 
could define, for instance, an identifier called “Category” to specify the category (or categories) in which 
a certain content is classified, and another one called “Store” to indicate the related store of the content 
sent (see Fig. 16). 
<Metadata> Category:sports,shoes,men; Store:SportLife </Metadata> 
Fig. 16 Example of the proposed element “Metadata” 
4.4.2  Client application 
Regarding the mobile application, the client has been developed on the Android platform. Android 
provides an open application framework that supports advanced interaction techniques and easy 
communication mechanisms to integrate functionality of applications. The user’s profile module is 
implemented as an Android service that stores the information about the users such as age, sex, interests 
and likes, and preferences such as favorite shops and products. Also, each property has a weight that 
indicates the importance of that property for the user. This weight is used later for the filtering of the 
contents.  
With regards to the context module, it detects context changes from the mobile sensors. The mobile 
services that control the virtual sensors are implemented as background services running on the mobile 
device that monitors changes in their own device sensors. For example, the user location is detected by 
the GPS service that controls the mobile GPS sensor. The context is represented by using an ontology-
based context model based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [49]. OWL is a W3C standard that 
provides a markup language that greatly facilitates knowledge automated reasoning. The ontology-based 
context model used in this work is described as a collection of triples in the form of (subject, predicate, 
object). For example, (Bob, personLocatedIn, Cinema) means that Bob is located in the cinema. This 
context model keeps the updated context information to reason about the user’s context. A detailed 
description of this ontology is provided in [42]. 
Finally, it has been implemented a FLUTE client application in Android to receive contents. This client 
includes an LDPC module to decode the packets received. The client application is able to connect to 
different FLUTE sessions and channels, to parse the FDT of each channel and to download multimedia 
contents. 
4.4.3 End-user interfaces 
This section presents the mobile application developed. First, the user can change the values of his/her 
profile (properties and weights) by means of a mobile user interface. Fig. 17 shows some snapshots of the 
available screens that allow the end user to change his/her profile. 
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Fig. 17 Screens to change the user’s preferences 
As shown in the figure, the user can edit his/her personal information and interests (see first screen), 
his/her relevant stores (see second screen), and the products he/she is interested in (see third screen).  
On the other hand, regarding the connection to a certain session or channel, the connection can be 
manual or automatic. In the second case the application can connect automatically to those channels in 
which the client is interested (according to the users’ preferences specified). For instance, if there is a 
FLUTE channel dedicated to send information about a certain shop and the user has specified that he/she 
is interested in that shop, the application connects automatically to that channel. Once the connection is 
established, the available files in the channel are shown to the client, who is able to decide the contents to 
download. When a file is downloaded, the client receives a certain notification according to their context 
and the client is able to consume that content. Fig. 18 shows some snapshots of the application: the first 
screen allows the user to connect manually to a certain session and channel; the second shows the files 
sent in a certain session and the files downloaded; after selecting a certain file, the third screen shows, for 
the file selected, the parameters related to the FLUTE transmission (such as the coding type or the code 
rate), the metadata of that file (in the example, metadata referred to category and shops) and the progress 
of the download. 
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Fig. 18 Snapshots of the application 
 
5. Evaluation 
This section presents the evaluation of the system proposed. Two different evaluations have been carried 
out: an objective assessment where the access time to the contents is analyzed; and a subjective user 
evaluation that analyzes how the application adapts the contents to the user preferences by using a 
subjective survey. This survey captures the opinion of the users that have tested the developed 
application. 
The objective of this evaluation is to analyze the Quality of Experience of users, a parameter that 
measures the satisfaction of users with the system. In content download services a good QoE is obtained 
when clients receive the contents without losses, with the minimum download time and offering a 
personalized service. In this sense, the use of the appropriate configuration parameters in FLUTE 
transmissions (such as the AL-FEC parameters) allows to minimize the channel losses and to reduce the 
download time, and this is what the objective evaluation presented in Section 5.1 analyzes. On the other 
hand, Section 5.2 presents the subjective evaluation, which analyzes the user satisfaction with the content 
personalization carried out by the system proposed. 
To perform the different evaluations, we used an experimental setup that included: on the server side, 
an Intel Core i3 2100 PC, 3.10 GHz processor and 4GB RAM with Windows XP; and on the client side, 
the client application was running on a LG E400 mobile device with Android operating system 2.3 
version, and on a Samsung Galaxy S2 with Android operating system 4.0 version. It should be noted that, 
in the scenario used to carry out the evaluation (which is detailed in the following section), in all 
empirical measurements carried out we have not perceived any computational problem in the mobile 
receivers. 
5.1  Objective evaluation 
The objective assessment is carried out by evaluating the efficiency of the transmission protocol (in this 
case, FLUTE). To that extent, we calculate the download time of a file in environments with different 
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losses. Specifically, we evaluate the advantages of the use of FEC mechanisms, showing that there is a 
code rate that minimizes the download time according to the channel losses. 
The measures have been carried out in a controlled environment, simulating the losses in the channel 
with the two-state Markov model (also known as Gilbert model) [50]. This model is widely used in the 
literature and simulates well the burst losses, typical in wireless networks. The two-state Markov model 
establishes that the probability of losing a packet depends on whether the previous packet has been 
received or not. 
On the other hand, in the studies we consider that clients download a particular file, which size is over 
4 MB (that is, 3000 FLUTE packets with encoding symbol length of 1428 bytes). This size corresponds to 
a short video of quality 480p or a song of 3-4 minutes coded at 160 kbps, which are typical contents of 
the scenario presented in Section 5.2. Moreover, a transmission rate of 5 Mb/s is used, although the 
conclusions obtained are independent on the transmission rate. Among the two LDPC structures 
supported by FLUTE, that is, LDPC Staircase and Triangle, the studies consider LDPC Staircase codes. 
Finally, the number of measurements accomplishes good 99% confidence intervals in all scenarios. 
The first study shows the advantages of using AL-FEC mechanisms. In AL-FEC, the parameter used to 
determine the amount of protection to a file is called code rate, which is in range [0, 1]. The less the code 
rate the more the protection. Fig. 19 shows the download time of a file based on the channel losses for 
two different FEC encodings: No-FEC (that is, no FEC protection is used) and LDPC Staircase (with a 
code rate of 2/3). It should be remembered that, in the Markov model, p indicates the probability that a 
packet is lost when the previous one was received, and q indicates the probability of the opposite 
transition. 
     
  (a) No-FEC (b) LDPC Staircase (code rate = 2/3) 
Fig. 19 Download time depending on coding, with 3000-packet size and transmission rate=5 Mb/s 
Noting the scale of each graph, we can clearly see the convenience of using coding (for high losses the 
download time without FEC is more than four times the one obtained using LDPC Staircase). The 
tendency is the same in both codes, but the difference between them is higher when the losses increase. In 
low-loss environments (that is, when p is low and q is high), the graphs show that the download time 
using LDPC does not increase considerably, whereas when no coding is used the download time grows 
fast with a slight increase of the losses. 
When AL-FEC is used, the download time depends greatly, apart from the channel losses, on the code 
rate used. In this way, in channel with high losses it is recommended to use a high protection (that is, low 
code rates) in order to recover the large amount of packets lost. As we have mentioned along the 
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document, the proposal is based on multicast networks where contents are delivered to all users, thus 
saving bandwidth and providing scalability. In this way, there is no feedback mechanisms from clients to 
the server in order to request for lost packets, thus there is no problems regarding the congestion or 
latency due to retransmissions. Instead, clients can wait to the following transmission of the file in the 
carousel in order to recover it. Therefore, if not enough protection is provided to the transmission, clients 
have to wait several transmission carousel cycles to complete their downloads, thus increasing the 
download time. On the other hand, if too much protection is used in channel with low losses too much 
parity packets are sent through the network, which provokes that the download time increases. Fig. 20 
shows a comparison among different code rates for LDPC Staircase codes, evaluating how channel losses 
affect the download time. In order to simulate a typical wireless channel, different channel losses between 
0% and 30% (in steps of 5%) have been simulated. We have considered these percentages of losses since 
clients not excessively far from the access point hardly perceive losses higher than 30%. Also a 50% 
losses channel has been simulated to see the general tendency.  
 
Fig. 20 Evaluation of the code rate of LDPC Staircase, with 3000-packet size and transmission rate=5 Mb/s 
As we can see, the code rate that minimizes the download time depends on the losses. In this way, in 
channel with low losses the optimum code rate is 0.9 (few protection), whereas when losses are very high 
the code rate that minimizes the download time is 0.5 (high protection). For medium losses, the best code 
rate is 0.7, which behaves rather well for a wide range of losses. Also, when choosing the code rate it 
must be taken into account the bandwidth increase associated to each code rate. Using a high protection 
(low code rates) increases considerably the bandwidth. For instance, a code rate of 0.5 (one parity symbol 
for each source symbol) implies increasing the bandwidth a 100%, whereas the code rate of 0.9 produces 
an overhead of only 11%. Therefore there is a trade-off between the bandwidth and the download time. If 
the server has enough bandwidth, a good solution to reduce the download time of all clients would be to 
use two different FLUTE sessions, each one containing channels which transmit with code rates 0.7 and 
0.9. In this way, depending on the losses perceived, clients would connect to those channels that send 
information with the code rate that better fits their losses. In this sense, a similar proposal is presented in 
[51], where it is proved that a file delivery service using only these two code rates provides a very good 
performance, since it offers low download times with a reduced bandwidth increase. 
In sum, an appropriate configuration of the FLUTE transmission parameters can help to reduce the 
download time. This is very important when transmitting several files within the same carousel, since 
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using too much protection increases the carousel size whereas, as mentioned, using insufficient protection 
provokes that clients have to wait several carousel cycles. In this sense, Fig. 21 shows the download time 
of a certain file for a different number of files within the carousel. The studies presented consider two 
code rates: 0.7 and 0.9. As we have seen in Fig. 20 and it is shown in [51], these code rates behave rather 
well for a wide range of losses.  
       
 (a) CR = 0.7 (b) CR = 0.9 
Fig. 21 Evaluation of the number of files in the carousel, with files of 3000-packet size, coded with LDPC Staircase and 
transmission rate=5 Mb/s 
Results reflect that the download time increases linearly with the number of files in the carousel. For 
5% losses the code rate 0.9 provides lower download times, whereas code rate 0.7 results more 
convenient when losses are higher, as we saw too in Fig. 20.  
Nevertheless, an excessive download time could not be affordable in some scenarios. In this sense, 
there are different solutions to minimize this problem: 
• First, if the transmission rate increases, the download time decreases. However, in some 
scenarios it is not possible to increase the transmission rate. Also, some devices can have 
problems when receiving packets at higher rates. 
• On the other hand, as we have seen in Section 3, the transmission in FLUTE is based on 
sessions and channels. Thus, it is possible to define several sessions and channels, each one 
containing different kinds of contents. For instance, a certain channel can contain contents 
related to sports whereas another channel can send fashion contents. Therefore, clients only 
connect to the channel in which they are interested. In this way, the number of files in each 
carousel is lower, thus decreasing the carousel size and therefore the download time.  
• Finally, cache mechanisms represent a good solution to reduce the download time. In fact, the 
use of caches allows users to consume contents immediately, without waiting. Contents are 
downloaded before the client requests for a certain file. When using content pre-caching, the 
key element is the policy used to determine which contents should be downloaded. There are 
certain parameters to consider when deciding this, such as the user preferences or the context 
use. It should be noted that this pre-caching does not have to become a bottleneck in a typical 
content transmission in wireless networks. If the client perceives low or high losses the 
performance of the pre-caching is not affected, since packets will arrive to the clients 
independently if the client downloads or not those packets or uses a pre-caching mechanism. 
In this sense, next subsection evaluates the performance of these parameters.  
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5.2 Subjective evaluation 
In order to evaluate the content personalization that our system offers to users, we conducted a user test. 
This test examines the user satisfaction with the system to check whether users are satisfied with the 
automated delivery of multimedia contents according to their preferences and context. To conduct the 
experiment, we have applied a case study based evaluation by following the research methodology 
practices provided by Runeson and Höst [51]. Specifically, the case study proposed illustrates how 
personalized contents are delivered to users according to their preferences in the context of a shopping 
center. The system takes into account user’s preferences and the needed context information such as 
location, time, etc. All these factors have an effect on the delivery of personalized multimedia content. 
Next, we present the design of the case study, the procedure followed during the experiment and the 
results obtained. 
5.2.1 Design of the experiment 
The experiment is based on a case study that gives support to several scenarios of a user in a shopping 
center. This case study extends the running example used throughout the paper and it is described as 
follows: Bob is a professor that is 38 years old. His interests are running, playing paddle, and fashion and 
he likes Italian food and science fiction movies. Usually, he goes to a shopping center near his home. 
When he is near the shopping center, he receives multimedia content about new store openings. However, 
these contents are not automatically downloaded because they are not relevant for the user and he is 
outside the shopping center. Then, when he enters and passes in front of a sport shop, content about a sale 
in shoes for running is delivered to the user. Due to this content is relevant for Bob, the content is 
downloaded automatically and notified to the user in a notorious manner (by means of a dialog and 
sound) because he is near the shop. Some other shops have special offers and sales; however as these 
contents are not interesting for Bob they are not downloaded automatically. At lunchtime, Bob meets a 
friend and they go to have lunch together. As it is time to lunch and Bob likes Italian food, content about 
a menu in an Italian restaurant is delivered to Bob automatically. However, as he is with company 
(inferred by a logic rule), the interaction mechanisms chosen to inform Bob are gentle (e.g., a status bar 
and vibration are used). In the afternoon, the movie billboard is delivered to Bob. However, only the 
contents about science fiction movies (such as trailers) are downloaded automatically. This time, Bob is 
informed only by a dialog because he is in a noisy environment.  
In this case study, the personalized multimedia contents are delivered to the user according to his 
preferences and context. For example, the running shoes sale is downloaded automatically because this 
content is more relevant for Bob. However, another sale is only shown to the user but not downloaded 
because it is less relevant. Also, the notifications about downloaded contents are presented with different 
interaction mechanisms according to the user’s context. For example, if the user is alone and near the 
shop where it is the sale, the notification is presented using a dialog with sound. In contrast, if the user is 
with company the notification is presented in a slighter manner. Finally, if the user is in a noisy 
environment the sound is not used. 
5.2.2 Test setup and procedure 
In this experiment a total of 12 people participated (9 men and 3 women). Their age ranges from 25 to 41. 
Most of them were university students and daily mobile users.  
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For the evaluation of the experiment, users adopted Bob’s profile and performed the scenarios earlier 
described. The study was conducted in our laboratory, simulating the different scenarios in which the 
experiment was based on. In-situ evaluation was possible since we only need the mobile device to interact 
with the user. 
To measure the user satisfaction, we used an adapted IBM Post-Study Usability questionnaire 
(PSSUQ) [52]. This questionnaire measures the overall satisfaction (OVERALL) of the system, its 
usefulness (SYSUSE), its information quality (INFOQUAL), and its interface quality (INTERQUAL). To 
evaluate our system, we discarded the INFOQUAL questions since it was not our goal to measure the 
application information quality. Moreover, we extended this questionnaire to include questions regarding 
the personalization of the delivered multimedia content. Thus, two subjective dimensions were evaluated: 
user satisfaction and content personalization. We applied a Likert scale (from 1 to 5 points) to evaluate 
the items of the questionnaire. Some space was left at the end of the questionnaire for further comments.  
We also evaluated the accuracy of the content adaptation module by comparing the multimedia content 
that users had downloaded manually and the automatically downloaded by the module. To measure this, 
we showed to users all the available contents to be delivered in the shopping center context and ask them 
to indicate which of them they wanted to be downloaded automatically according to the Bob profile. 
Then, we compared the selection made by users with the selected by our adaptation module and we 
calculated the percentage of accuracy. 
5.2.3 Results 
In this section, we present the evaluation results of the case study. Overall, the experiment showed that, 
by following our method, multimedia contents can be delivered to the users adapted to their preferences 
and context with a high user satisfaction. 
Fig. 22 illustrates the table of the results obtained for the user satisfaction and content personalization 
measures. Regarding the user satisfaction, more than 80% of users considered the system simple to use, 
although one user found it a little confusing. Most of them (more than 90%) also answered that the system 
helped them to complete the tasks and scenarios effectively and quickly. Although most users (83.3%) 
felt comfortable using this system, some of them found it a bit difficult to learn at the beginning. 
However, all of them thought they could become productive quickly once they have learnt to use the 
system. Some users considered the interfaces unpleasant (33.3%) and they commented that the interfaces 
could be improved. However 75% of users liked using the interface and they considered that the system 
had all the functions and capabilities they expected for the scenario. Overall, most of them were satisfied 
with the system. 
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Fig. 22 Summarized results about user satisfaction and content personalization 
Regarding the content personalization, more than 90% of users considered that the downloaded 
contents were appropriate for their preferences and they were delivered in appropriate situations. 
Moreover, all of the users liked the automatic download of the relevant contents. However, some users 
complained because they would like to be informed in another way (16.6%); for instance, some of them 
said that they would prefer not to be informed with sound. These users also considered that the interaction 
was not adapted properly. In spite of this, most users considered the context-based delivery was useful. 
Also, all users could change their profile quick enough. Finally, most of the users commented that they 
would like to have this system in their mobile. 
With regard to the accuracy of the content adaptation module, Fig. 23 shows the results obtained. A 
total of 15 multimedia contents were delivered to the user through the case study. 6 users (50%) would 
have downloaded the same contents that the system downloaded automatically (four contents). Four users 
selected one more or one less, and one user selected two more relevant for him/her. Finally, one user 
downloaded three more contents. In this evaluation we can see that users tend to download more contents 
than the selected by our content adaptation module. Increasing the weights for selecting the contents can 
solve this issue. 
 
Fig. 23 Accuracy of the content adaptation module 
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6. Conclusions and future work 
This paper has presented an architecture for scalable distribution of multimedia content in multicast 
wireless networks. The system offers a personalized service by considering both the user preferences and 
their context in order to deliver personalized contents to users. This system allows the content server to 
deliver the contents to an unlimited number of users minimizing the annoyance of new contents and 
increasing the QoE.  
In the evaluations presented, we have seen the convenience of using AL-FEC error protection 
mechanisms and that it is recommended to estimate the channel losses when deciding the best code rate. 
This can help to reduce considerably the download time in reception. It should be noted that the download 
time is one of the main parameters that determine the Quality of Experience in a content download 
service. Also, the use of caching mechanisms it is highly recommended to reduce the download time. 
On the other hand, we have evaluated the adaptation of the contents sent to the users in terms of user 
satisfaction and content personalization as well as the accuracy of the content adaptation module. To that 
extent, we have measured the subjective quality by means of the users experiences with the system. In 
this way, the subjective results have shown the validity of the system proposed for users. 
For future work, we plan to extend the system in order to deliver the contents by means of different 
devices of the user’s environment (not only their mobile phones). In this way, we want to calculate 
relevant contents for a group of users since it could be possible to show multimedia contents on a screen 
where multiple users are looking at.  
On the other hand, in the caching process, when deciding the files to download, apart from 
considering the utility of a certain content for the user, it should be considered the total size of the cache 
at the client. In this way, given a set of files with certain size and utility, it is needed to determine the 
combination of files that better use the available cache space, considering the total size of the cache [53]. 
This is referred as the 0-1 knapsack optimization problem [54]. In this sense, there are different cache 
replacement policies to optimize the cache, some of them are presented in [55] and [56]. The 
implementation of a cache replacement policy is also part of the future work.  
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